Chemistry First Year Graduate Students
2017 Orientation Schedule

**Monday, September 18**

7:45am  Coffee  147 Noyes, lobby
8:00    Introduction to Caltech Chemistry  Jackie Barton  147 Noyes
8:00    Chemistry Program Overview  Sarah Reisman
8:45    Discussion of Courses  Chembio; Bil Clemons
         Inorganic; Jonas Peters
         P-Chem; Tom Miller
         Organic; Sarah Reisman
9:30    Introduction of Library Services  Donna Wrublewski
10:00   Individual Course Counseling  Refer to *First Year Course Counseling Schedule*
        Faculty Offices
12:00   CCE Divisional Luncheon  Schlinger Courtyard
1:15 pm  Introduction of Student Committees  Student Reps CGSC  147 Noyes
1:30    Safety Orientation (Mandatory)  Nathan Siladke  147 Noyes
5:30    Dinner, hosted by the Graduate Office  Dabney Gardens and Lounge

**Tuesday - Wednesday, September 19-20**

Graduate Studies Office Orientation  
*refer to online Graduate Orientation Schedule:*

https://www.gradoffice.caltech.edu/orientation

**Friday, September 22**

Teaching Assistant (TA) Training – **MANDATORY for ASSIGNED TA’s**

9am – 12pm  Ch3a, Ch3x, Ch4a, Ch4b, Ch8, Ch9  107 Mead
1:00pm – 2:00pm  Ch1a (Minna Schwan)  151 Crellin
1:30pm – 2:30pm  Ch3a (Jeff Mendez)  107 Mead
2:30pm – 3:30pm  Ch3x  107 Mead
3:30pm – 4:30pm  Ch8  107 Mead